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Abstract— Modern sensor networks are deployed in various
terrains of interest. As the complexity of their deployed areas is
growing, existing geographic routing algorithms are facing
challenges. Holes in networks often cause failures in message
routing. Energy consumption, scalability, and routing efficiency
are also key design challenges. In this paper, we propose a novel
geographic routing algorithm called HOle-BYpassing routing
with Context-AwareNess (HobyCan). Our approach locally sets
up multiple detour paths to bypass almost all kinds of holes.
Therefore, contours of holes are extended with multiple detour
paths. According to various context information of a sensor
network, such as the size of holes or the remaining energy of
nodes, disjoint detour paths can be used alternatively to achieve
optimal routing paths or load balance of the network. Simulation
results demonstrate the performance of our algorithm, as well as
the significance of context information as routing parameters.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Sensor nodes are smart devices that are capable of sensing
physical parameters, processing data and communicating
wirelessly [1]. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are
composed of many sensor nodes deployed in an area of
interest. Among various routing protocols [2], geographic
routing (georouting) with greedy forwarding is attractive
[4][5] for WSNs. In a basic geographic routing algorithm [6],
a node communicates with its direct neighbors only. The
neighbor nearest to the sink will be selected as the next hop.
Such an approach is effective and can be dynamically adapted
to changes, which only requires location information of sensor
nodes.
As WSNs are becoming widely used in various
applications, their deployments are becoming rather
complicated. In many applications, sensor nodes are simply
scattered in an area and left unattended. Thus, voids in
deployment or node failure can cause routing holes [3] in the
network, which often cause traditional geographic routing
algorithms to fail. The reason is the local minimum
phenomenon illustrated in Fig. 1. When using greedy
forwarding, packets get stuck at node A since there is no
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neighbor node closer to the destination than node A itself.
Another critical design issue is the lifetime of WSNs. The
sensing and communication activity is typically non-uniformly
distributed over sensor nodes, which implies non-uniform
power consumption in the network. Depletion of energy on
some nodes can reduce the coverage and connectivity of a
WSN. To prolong the lifetime of WSNs, routing protocols
should also consider balancing of energy consumption
between sensor nodes.

sink
hole
A

Fig. 1. An example of local minimum.

We propose a novel geographic routing protocol "HOleBYpassing routing with Context-AwareNess (HobyCan)". In
our approach, sensor nodes locally set up multiple detour
paths to bypass routing holes in WSNs. Detour paths are
disjoint from each other, while packets can be transferred from
one detour path to another based on the context of the
network. Such mechanism aims at finding optimal routing
paths, as well as balancing of routing load between sensor
nodes.
Context is any information that can be used to characterize
the situation of an entity [11]. When referring to WSNs,
context information mainly represents power profiles of sensor
nodes, their storage and processing capability, network
topology, as well as communication traffic. We take this work
as the first step to integrate various kinds of context
information in our routing protocol. In this paper, the contextinformation whether a node is a local minimum and its
remaining energy are used as routing parameters. The main
contribution of this paper is the construction and refinement of
multiple detour paths for packets to bypass routing holes in
WSNs. Furthermore, the approach effectively prevents fast
energy depletion on nodes near holes by distributing load to
additional nodes around a routing hole.
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II. RELATED WORK

III. PROTOCOL DESIGN

Various geographic routing protocols [3] have been
proposed in recent years to address the routing hole problem
of WSNs. Most of the routing protocols start with greedy
forwarding and recover from local minimum with different
strategies. The objective of those protocols is to navigate
routing paths around holes in WSNs.
The Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) is one of
the fundamental protocols based on planar graphs [8]. A
planar graph represents the same connectivity as the original
network with non-crossing edges. GPSR uses greedy
forwarding and switches to perimeter routing mode when a
local minimum is reached. The right-hand rule is employed in
the perimeter routing mode, where packets are forwarded
along the edge counterclockwise on the face of a planar
graph. Bose et al. proposed the FACE-1 and FACE-2 [9]
algorithms that use the perimeter of the planar graph formed
at each node. Such approaches have high success rate, but
high extra cost due to the maintenance of the planar graph
information on sensor nodes.
In [7], Jia et al. presented the idea of Hole Avoiding In
advance Routing protocol (HAIR) to bypass holes in advance.
In WSNs, packets are typically routed from sensor nodes to a
data sink. The protocol takes advantage of such “many-toone” communication characteristic. At the first stage of HAIR,
when a node recognizes itself as a local minimum, it asks its
neighbors to mark itself as a hole node. Packets are sent to
non-hole nodes when possible. As the process goes on, more
nodes are marked as hole nodes and the range of routing holes
are propagated as illustrated in Fig. 2. In contrast to other
algorithms that start to bypass a hole only when a hole is met,
HAIR achieves shorter routing paths, and thus reduces energy
consumption.

The proposed HobyCan protocol addresses the load balance
among sensor nodes, especially the nodes on the boundary of a
hole. As mentioned above, the nodes on a single detour path
fast drain their energy due to the heavy routing efforts around
a hole. Therefore, we propose to construct multiple detour
paths for a hole. For packet routing around the hole, a suitable
path can be dynamically determined from the set of detour
paths. As a result, the energy consumption is fairly distributed
with more nodes on extra detour paths. Nodes on detour paths
are called detour nodes in HobyCan.
To prevent the exhausting of energy on detour nodes, we
introduce a threshold of the remaining energy of detour nodes,
call E_THR. Specifically, when the remaining energy of a
detour node is reaching a predefined threshold value, it will be
recognized as energy-critical and be released from routing
activities. Furthermore, we also include the possibility of
establishing new detour paths, when all the existing detour
paths are energy-critical.
HobyCan protocol starts from a WSN after its deployment,
where sensor nodes are assumed to be static. In HobyCan,
routing paths are dynamically constructed during regular
forwarding of packets. Therefore, we avoid a dedicated phase
of detour path construction, and reduce the cost of control
message overhead. For illustration purpose, Fig. 3 shows a
uniform network where routing paths are constructed via
packets from node X to the sink.
Like most of the related geographic routing protocols,
HobyCan starts with greedy forwarding and turns to the
perimeter mode when approaching a hole. In the perimeter
mode, packets are routed using multiple detour paths. In the
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Fig. 2. An example of the HAIR routing protocol.

In the protocols mentioned above, all routing paths leading
to a local minimum make a detour path along the contour of
the hole. In Fig. 2, the nodes along the single detour path (GH-I···Sink) suffer great energy depletion since it relays half the
routing paths that are blocked by the hole. Nodes on such
paths will soon run out of energy, which causes partial
breakdown of the network. Besides, the hole becomes bigger.
A new detour is required at this point, which is not considered
in the above-mentioned protocols.
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Fig. 3. An example of the HobyCan routing protocol.
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following part of this section, we will describe how to
construct and use multiple detour paths with awareness to the
context information of a WSN.
A. Construction of Paths
In the early phase of HobyCan, a predefined number of
detour paths around hole(s) are constructed. We partly use the
technique described in [7] to find detour paths around a hole.
In contrast to [7] that simply propagate the dimension of a
hole, our protocol constructs multiple detour paths, and uses
these paths alternatively based on their context during packet
routing. As shown in Fig. 3(a), HobyCan starts to construct a
new detour path as soon as a local minimum (node A) is met.
When there is no neighbor that is closer to the data sink, node
A becomes a detour node and marks itself as the starting point
of the new detour path. Node A selects one unmarked neighbor
(node B) which is the nearest to data sink to forward the
packet. During the construction of detour paths, packets are
not sent to the marked detour nodes. The process continues
until the sink is reached. As a result, a detour path (A-B-CD···Sink) in Fig. 3(a) is established as the first detour path for
the routing hole.
On the arrival of the new detour path (A-B-C-D···Sink), the
sink assigns a unique path ID to it. A CONSTRUCTION
message with incrementing hop counter is sent from the sink
and routed backwards along the new detour path until the
starting point (node A). In that way, nodes on the path are
assigned with their hop distance to the sink. For instance, the
distance labels of node A, B, C and D are 7, 6, 5 and 2
respectively. Such distance labels depend on the relative
position of the hole and the destination of packets. The
proposed HobyCan protocol is designed for the common
“many-to-one” communication model of WSNs, where
packets are sent from sensor nodes towards a single data sink.
Therefore, the distance labels of detour nodes can be used for
any pair of source and destination (the sink) addresses.
During the phase of path construction, packets are not
forwarded to the detour nodes. As shown in Fig. 3(b), when a
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Fig. 4. An example of path refinement of HobyCan.

local minimal (node E) is met, construction of a new detour
path can be started. New constructed detour paths for the same
hole are indicated with incrementing numbers. When the
predefined number of detour paths is 3, disjoint detour paths
(A-B-C-D···Sink, E-F-G-H···Sink and I-J-K-L-M···Sink) are
obtained using the same method mentioned earlier.
B. Path Refinement
The above-mentioned algorithm can construct detour paths
in a straight-forward way. However, we point out that in nonuniform deployments, the resultant paths are probably twisted
and need to be resorted. We introduced the phase of path
refinement in HobyCan. As illustrated in Fig. 4(a), node A
finds itself a local minimum and selects node B as the next
hop. Among all neighbors of node B, node C is the nearest to
the sink. An indirect detour path A-B-C-D-E-F-G···Sink is then
constructed as in Fig. 4(a). Here, the distance labels of node A,
B, C, D, E, F and G are 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4 and 3 respectively.
On the arrival of the path, the CONSTRUCTION message is
sent by the sink and routed backwards along the new detour
path. Each detour node broadcasts the CONSTRUCTION
message to its direct neighbors. If a neighbor is a detour node
of the same detour path, it connects itself to the neighboring
detour node with the smallest distance label. After the path
refinement, a packet at node X joins the detour path by
choosing the nearest detour node to the sink, namely the
detour node with the smallest distance label (node D). The
mechanism applies also to the packets on detour nodes. In Fig.
4(b), a packet appearing at detour node A chooses neighboring
detour node E as the next hop since the detour node E is the
neighbor has the minimal distance label. After refinement, a
detour path may have a tree-like structure as in Fig. 4(b).
C. Use & Maintenance of Paths
In the perimeter mode of HobyCan, routing of packets can
be switched among different detour paths. A detour node with
the minimal distance label and non-critical remaining energy
is selected as the next hop. The amount of detour paths for the
same hole is defined by the context of the network. One aspect
regarding context is the size of a hole. More detour paths will
be needed when a hole shadows a great number of nodes from
the perspective of the sink. An advantage of this scheme is
that the contour of a hole can be propagated with multiple
detour paths as in Fig. 3(b). Beside, packets can be forwarded
with fewer hops because the extended contour propagates the
information of the existence of a hole in advance.
Another advantage is that load balance among nodes is
achieved by choosing next-hop nodes with non-critical
remaining energy from other detour paths. Since detour paths
are likely to be close to each other on the border of a routing
hole, a detour node may have detour nodes of other detour
paths as its direct neighbors. The selection of detour path is
based on the network context, such as distance to the sink or
remaining energy of the next-hop node. For example, as
illustrated in Fig. 3(b), a packet at node J will be forwarded to
node C to achieve a shorter routing path. If the battery
capacity of node C is under the predefined threshold of
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We simulated the HobyCan protocol with Matlab. The
simulated network had a dimension of 500 m × 500 m, where
500 sensor nodes were randomly deployed excluding a
rectangular area which represented the hole in the network. A
single data sink was located on the right side of the square
plane. A hole with the size of 100 m × 200 m was located in
the middle of the network. We used a simple disccommunication model: sensor nodes in the transmission range
can receive signals from a transmitter without loss. To further
simplify the network model, we assumed that each
transmission of signal consumes 1 unit of energy.
In our demonstration, the value of distance labels (the
remaining hop count to the sink on detour nodes) and the
remaining energy of nodes were used as routing parameters in
the perimeter mode of HobyCan. According to our protocol,
nodes with smallest distance labels were selected first as nexthop nodes. Nodes are initialized with energy of 100 units.
When the depletion of energy on a node reached 20 units
(E_THR =80), the node was released from routing tasks. This
applied only to the detour nodes. We simulated the HobyCan
protocol with 1, 3, 5 detour paths constructed in the early
phase. As mentioned above, additional detour paths can be
established when existing paths are all energy-critical (20
units of energy consumption).

The objective of the experiment is to demonstrate the
advantage of multiple detour paths, and the impact of selected
context information as routing parameters. The results were
compared with the HAIR protocol regarding success rate and
load balance. Since such routing protocols emphasize on the
performance when bypassing hole(s), we only sent packets
from the left side of the network to the right side (the sink).
Therefore, all packets would bypass the hole.
We use the following metrics to evaluate the performance
of the simulated routing protocols:
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Success rate of path construction with different communication

Success rate of path construction: Defined as the rate of
successful path construction from the selected source node to
the data sink. This metric illustrates the hole-bypassing ability
of the simulated protocols.
Fig. 5 shows the percentage of successful path construction
of the simulated protocols. HobyCan-3path and HobyCan5path have lower success rates in this case, because more
nodes are required to construct multiple detour paths. When
provided with enough nodes for construction of detour paths
(when communication range is bigger than 60m), HobyCan
has the same success rate as HAIR, since they share the same
algorithm for finding detour paths.
Average length of routing paths: Defined as the average hop
counts of packets from the source node to the sink. This metric
22
Hair
HobyCan-1path
HobyCan-3path
HobyCan-5path

20

Avarage Hop Count of Packets

remaining energy E_THR, node K will be selected as the next
hop to prevent the energy depletion of node C. A detour node
needs to periodically refresh the current context information of
its direct neighbors. In our current design, detour nodes
reaching the threshold E_THR would broadcast a
NOT_SEND_TO_ME message to their direct neighbors.
Detour nodes receiving such a message will not consider its
sender as the next hop. Therefore, the control overhead of
using context information is limited to O(N), where N is the
number of nodes in a WSNs.
The amount of detour paths can also be limited by the
number of neighbors of the data sink. In Fig. 3(b), the sink can
be reached via its 5 neighbors, which implies the maximal
number of detour paths which are disjoint from each other.
Such limit is addressed in HobyCan by setting a number of
nodes around sink as joint points, where detour paths can join
each other. Another issue is the high energy consumption of
nodes near the sink, which is addressed in other works [10]
but is out of the scope of this paper.
After the phase of path construction and path refinement,
most nodes are expected to find routing paths to the sink.
However, since the construction of detour paths is triggered by
unscheduled packet routing, there might remain unexplored
local minimums in the network. New detour paths can be set
up starting from the unexplored local minimums until they
reach either the sink or any existing detour paths. If necessary,
more detour paths can also be added during the run time of
packet routing. When existing paths are all energy-critical
(reaching the threshold of remaining energy E_THR), setup of
new paths can be carried out with the steps described above.
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Fig. 6. Average hop count with different communication ranges.
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reflects the routing efficiency of the compared protocols.
As illustrated in Fig. 6, the length of routing paths decreases
with the increasing of the communication range. HAIR is
supposed to have short paths because it avoids hole(s) “in
advance”. However, we notice that in random deployments, a
packet usually needs to try a large number of nodes in the area
near a local minimum, before it can find a way to bypass the
hole. This is due to the twisted route of finding detour paths
(Fig. 4(a)). In HobyCan, such a process marks all the visited
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nodes as detour nodes. The refinement of such a detour path
(Fig. 4(b)) results in a near-optimal routing path along the
contour of the visited area. Therefore, the resultant routing
paths in HobyCan achieve similar average path length
compared with HAIR.
Number of nodes involved in routing: In our simulation,
packets are always sent through the network from the left side
to the right side. The number of nodes involved in routing
activities along with the sending of packets can map the
amount of routing paths created in the network. This metric
shows the features of task distribution of different protocols.
The communication range of sensor nodes is set to 50m here.
Fig. 7 depicts the results regarding the number of nodes
involved in routing against the number of packets send.
Because HAIR assigns the nodes static routing paths, it
employs a fix number of nodes after the construction of a
single detour path. In contrast, HobyCan constructs multiple
detour paths around the routing hole. Compared to HAIR,
HobyCan-3path and HobyCan-5path involve more nodes in
their routing paths from the start. As the routing process
continues, nodes on the detour paths of HobyCan-1path reach
the threshold of energy consumption (20 units). Construction
of new detour paths is then carried out for HobyCan-1path.
Similarly, more and more nodes in HobyCan are recruited for
detour paths as shown in Fig. 7.
Average energy consumption: Defined as the total energy
consumption in the network divided by the number of nodes
involved in routing. This metric reflects the performance of
the simulated protocols in terms of load balance. The
communication range of sensor nodes is set to 50m here.
The proposed HobyCan protocol has additional control
overhead: when a new detour path is constructed, a
CONSTRUCTION message should be routed backwards along
the path to set up the distance labels of the detour nodes.
Therefore, the total energy consumption of HobyCan is higher
compared to HAIR. However, in Fig. 8, we observe that only
the energy consumption from HobyCan-1path is significantly
higher than HAIR’s. This is due to the frequent search of
additional detour paths. For the HobyCan protocol with more
paths constructed in advance (e.g. HobyCan-3path and
HobyCan-5path), the control overhead is rather small
compared to the energy consumption of routing efforts.
As illustrated in Fig. 9, the average energy consumption of
HobyCan-3path and HobyCan-5path is lower than HAIR. The
advantage becomes more significant as more and more nodes
are involved in routing efforts. Due to its control overhead,
HobyCan-1path results in higher average energy consumption
than HAIR at the beginning. Since the maximal energy
consumption on detour nodes is 20 units, HobyCan-1path
establishes new detour paths and distributes the routing task to
new detour nodes from time to time. As the process continues,
HobyCan-1path finally exceeds HAIR in terms of average
energy consumption.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a novel geographic routing
algorithm “HOle-BYpassing routing with Context-AwareNess
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(HobyCan)”. The proposed protocol dynamically constructs
multiple detour paths around hole(s), and uses them
alternatively for routing. Context information of WSNs is
utilized during construction of detour paths and routing itself.
HobyCan has a high success rate and short length of routing
paths. The highlight of HobyCan is its ability to balance the
routing load among nodes near routing holes.
Simulation results showed that the number of detour paths
constructed in the early phase has a strong impact on the
performance of HobyCan. In future, we intend to study the
relationship between the number of detour paths in HobyCan
and the deployment of WSNs. Depending on specific
application scenarios, various kinds of context information
(e.g. buffer size of sensor nodes, link quality, priority of
events, etc.) can be utilized in HobyCan. We plan to consider
more kinds of context information in our protocol, as well as
their impacts as routing parameters.
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